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From The Patron
The world is not the same place it was a year ago. With
the new and unpredictable challenges 2020 has brought
upon us, we’ve been forced to collectively reckon with a
global health crisis of which, there is no modern
comparison. The dedicated and coordinated effort of
every sector and every person has made it possible to
continue our cause amidst a pandemic, for this I thank all
the seen and unseen heroes. I am incredibly proud of
VCN. Throughout an extremely difficult and uncertain
year, VCN has not only proved its worth but highlighted
the objective of its foundation with great integrity.
During this time, VCN moved with urgency and motive to
tackle the new hardships the vulnerable population
faced - in an extremely tough phase of our lives, it has
been tougher for those people. As we know, their
difficulties were certainly further aggravated due to
natural disasters along with the pandemic. The
dedication VCN showed from the very first knock of the

pandemic has been admirable. From establishing COVID19 testing booths, distributing PPE, supplying food relief,
helping the poverty stricken with cash aid and the
prompt response to the Sindhupalchowk flood is only
what I can describe as praiseworthy. Therefore, I would
like to offer a heartfelt thank you to the heroes that make
up the VCN team but also to our generous donors, who
have supported VCN during a time where we were most
in need. Without you all the world would be a lot bleaker
for our friends in need and without you, we would not be
VCN.

Manoj Kumar Gurung MVO, Patron
Volunteer Corps Nepal
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From the President
In this unprecedented year, VCN launched the largest
humanitarian response since the establishment. With
your continued, steadfast support, along with the
incredible efforts of VCN’s team around the country, we
launched our largest humanitarian response since our
founding, delivering lifesaving assistance to over 0.15
million individuals across more than 32 districts. This
has been a year full of uncertainty, requiring flexibility,
creativity, innovation, and above all, resilience—the
resilience of VCN team, our partners, and the people we
serve. When we began fiscal year 2020, we were
reflecting on our 3rd anniversary and the audacity that
so well characterized the small number of Nepalese who
came together in 2018 to launch a simple but powerful
idea: Promoting Volunteerism. I am happy as well as
proud that we could endure and tackle those challenges
head on. The year was dominated by different disasters;
COVID-19, Landslide, Flood and Fire. In the face of
enormous challenges, thanks to the courage and
entrepreneurial spirit of a few, VCN delivered more than

500 packages to disaster survivors and families around
the country. While our work this past year was
transformed by a global pandemic, I feel incredibly
grateful and proud that with your support, the VCN team
continued to demonstrate the same audacious spirit and
agility that our founders did 3 years ago. From the onset
of the pandemic, our teams quickly mobilized to reach
over 0.1 million people in 32 districts by the end of June.
Total 6,900 N-95 masks, 400 PPE sets, 50 thermal guns,
17,000 surgical masks, 4,500 sanitary pads, 5,000 pairs
of surgical gloves, 170 liters of sanitizer, 5 sanitizer
stands, 200 first aid kits, and 2 COVID-19 swab collection
booths were handed over during 2020 by VCN to the
concerned authorities and people. One quarantine
management center and one holding center for
passengers from third countries was managed by VCN in
Bhaktapur. For the first time in our history, we launched
cooked food to people in need as a part of our
programming in Kathmandu. The direct response to the
COVID-19 pandemic saw more than 30,000 plates of food
delivered across the city.
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We have continued to strengthen community resilience
and response to disasters, protracted conflicts, and
climate crises that are devastating vulnerable
populations. In Saptari and Sindhupalchowk, for
example, our work has remained strong and critical. As
we work toward more hopeful days ahead, VCN is
committed to ensuring variety of empowering projects
especially focused on women for defeating poverty and
achieving social justice with the country’s most
vulnerable and hardest to reach. For this we have
initiated Community-Based Agricultural Farming for
Sustainable Livelihood to elevate the status of women
through flower production in our first phase. Through
the strength of our public and private partnerships, as
well as our expertise, we are committed to being part of
the solution of emergencies like COVID—19 and
disasters. The flood together with landslide of
Sindhupalchowk in the midst of Lockdown and COVID19 Pandemic obliterated 71 households among 210
affected, killing 11 people, and 20 people went missing.
We immediately mobilized our volunteer teams on the
ground. We ran different programs that were able to

provide the victims with clean drinking water, Family
Emergency Kits, tenting materials for temporary shelter
and rescue the victims (both human and animals). VCN is
crafting a 2030 Vision that will lay the groundwork for us
to work in an environment that is increasingly complex
yet increasingly connected. While the journey ahead will
present great challenges, particularly in light of the
havoc wrought by the global pandemic, we continue to
be inspired by our supporters, and advocates who share
our dream to build a more equitable future for all. Thank
you for your trust in and commitment to VCN.

Deepak Chapagain
President and Co-Founder
Volunteer Corps Nepal
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Our Purpose
Volunteer Corps Nepal is a registered Non-governmnet, Humanitarian Aid Agency, that has
committed to giving life saving emergency disaster services and humanitarian aid since
2018.
We are committed to delivering the right aid to the right people at the right time, and
moving from phase of destruction to reconstruction to sustainable livelihood. Founded
by a philanthropist, staffed by professional humanitarians, and backed by a team of
emergency workers and skilled local volunteers, VCN has been able to respond to 24
disasters in 22 districts of Nepal.
It focuses on three core areas: Emergency Disaster Services (Rescue, Relief &
Rehabilitation) through Act-First strategy, Development Projects (Innovation, Impact &
Incessant) through community driven approach and Volunteer Programs (Localization,
Learning & Leadership).
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Our Vision

OUR VISION CAN BRING A HUGE SMILE:
HANDS FOR ALL FROM HIGH HIMALAYA TO
PLAIN OF TERAI.

Our Mission
SERVING COMMUNITIES IN THEIR TIME OF NEEDS
THROUGH ‘EMERGENCY DISASTER SERVICES’,
‘DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS’ AND ‘VOLUNTEER
PROGRAMS’ LEAVING NO ONE BEHIND.
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Our Goal
“Promoting Volunteerism for emergencies in Pre – During – Post phases to minimize
Human casualty and losses.”

Objectives

“Work for Humanity, Inclusion & Development”.

Motto

“Respond within 24 hours of disaster through ‘District Disaster Response Team’ in
Search, Rescue and Relief”. Act-First is our Strategy.
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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
VCN was founded on Emergency Response. While we have

carried out several Development Projects, Capacity Building

Programs and Volunteer Programs through Coordination,
Collaboration, Partnership and Volunteerism approaches, the
majority of our work continues to be vital interventions in the

situation of disaster and crisis. We run 3 primary Emergency
Programs: Rescue, Relief and Rehabilitation.

We've earned a reputation for being incredibly effective and
efficient in our responses, as well as for keeping our emergency

relief cost effective and suited for each case. The VCN program
is modular, which means we can apply them based on the
situation.
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OUR THEMATIC AREAS
EMERGENCY
DISASTER SERVICES

DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

VOLUNTEER
PROGRAMS

“Act First is our strategy”.
Whenever disaster strikes
we respond immediately to
save lives of people through
rescue.
We
support
relocalization of the affected
population, and provide
them with relief items like
food and shelter materials.
Afterwards,
we
move
towards rehabilitation of the
displaced populations.

Innovation,
impact
and
incessance are the elements of
our development projects. Our
Development
Projects
emphasize on disaster affected
communities
and
deliver
facilities through Water and
Sanitation,
Shelters,
Sustainable
Livelihood,
Healthcare and Education,
empowering vulnerable people
and communities.

VCN has a large
network of volunteers.
We have 3,000 trained
volunteers and a total of
8,000 youth resources
on
ground.
Our
volunteers are trained
by APF and well
equipped trainers. We
focus on leadership,
localization
and
learning during the
programs.
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Our Impact
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Our Impact in Numbers

14
Responses
3,085 Emergency Food Packages
1,319 Households Reached
38,821 Individuals Reached
11
Health Centers Reached 1111

DISASTER
RESPONSES
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NEPAL
COVID-19 Response
Food:

While the entire country was under lockdown, the

sustenance for low income families and wage working groups
became difficult. Considering the same with an aim of reducing the
risk of famine and malnutrition, we responded with emergency food

relief at different parts of the country. 300 low income families and
wage workers in Sindhupalchowk were supported with food

packages of Baby Food, Rice, Mung Daal, Cooking oil, Salt, Horlicks,

and Seasonal Fruit. 820 low income families in Kathmandu, Bhaktapur,
Lalitpur, Bara, Parsa and Sarlahi districts were supported with Food Packages including rice,
lentils, salt, and cooking oil. 12,800 individuals from disadvantaged and marginalized communities
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from Kathmandu. Bhaktapur, Lalitpur and Sarlahi were provided with cooked meal packages for a
month. 1,766 pedestrians and security personnel in Kathmandu were supported with dry foods,
snacks and water for a week.

Hygiene Kits:

For the promotion of safe hygienic

practices, both personal and in families, we supported 1120
families and 100 postpartum mothers with hygiene materials
(soap, toothpastes, and toothbrushes).

Medical Equipment:

To capacitate the local health

centers to fight second wave of COVID-19, medical kits
consisting of 100 Oxygen Cylinders, 300 Oximeters, 300 Thermometers, 800 PPEs, 1000 liters
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Bottled Drinking Water, 500 liters Sanitizer, 500 boxes Gloves,
10,000 Surgical Masks, 500 rolls Tissue Papers and 500 N95

masks were provided to 11 health centers across Nepal. 100 low
income families were supported with oximeters, thermometers
and essential supplements to boost
their immune system during the

pandemic. Similarly, during the first wave 7 government health
centers were supported with 400 PPE sets, 17,000 surgical masks

and 6,900 N95 masks, 50 thermal guns, 5,000 pairs of medical

gloves, 200 first aid kits, 200 hygiene kits and 170 liters sanitizers
with 5 sanitizer stands. Bir Hospital in Kathmandu and Janakpur
Provincial Hospital in Dhanusha were donated with 2 COVID-19
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Swab Collection Booths. A Holding Center was brought into function in Bhaktapur for the
immigrants belonging to Province 2.

COVID-19 Mass Testing Camps:

During the rapid

surge of COVID-19 infection during second wave in Nepal, we
realized the need of communal testing and thus carried out our
first Mass Antigen Testing in Varagung Muktichhetra Rural

Municipality in Mustang. Out of 603 rapid Covid Antigen Tests,

57 People were tested positive in Mustang. The suspected and

tested Covid individuals were provided free prescribed

medicines and advised for strict home isolations. 147 antigen testing kits, 100 tablets of

medicines (Zinc, Vitamins, Vitamins), 20 sets PPE, 250 pairs of Gloves and 10 liters of
sanitizer was handed to local rural municipality’s Health Post.
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Sindhupalchowk
Flash Flood
More than 150 households were ravaged by the flash
flood in Indrāvati River in

Melamchi and Helambu

Rural Municipality in Sindhupalchowk district in 2021.

Responding to the same 124 households in Helambu
Rural Municipality were

supported with emergency

relief. The relief package included food items (30 kg rice,

5kg Mung Daal, 2 liters of cooking oil, 2 kg of soybean

chunks, and 1 kg salt), nonfood items (2 tarpaulins, 1 solar light, 1 set of kitchen utensils and
hygiene kits).
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Sindhupalchowk
Landslide
A massive landslide following heavy rainfall and flood
hit Jambo, Jugal Rural Municipality in Sindhupalchowk

district in late June 2020. 18 people were killed, 6 were

injured and 50 houses were swept away, and many
more were damaged. To support the displaced families

we provided food items (30 Kg rice, 5 Kg lentils, 5 kg

soybean chunks, 2 Kg salt and 2 liters cooking oil),

nonfood items (tarpaulins and kitchen utensils), and hygiene kits. Cash support was provided
to 25 most affected households.
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Similarly, 30 households in Gumthang, Barhabishe were supported with food items, kitchen
sets and hygiene kits, after the houses were destroyed by landslide.

Humla

Fire Response
We supported 17 fire affected households in Simikot, Humla by
providing ration, tents, clothes, hygiene and first aid kits.
Temporary shelters were built for displaced households to help

them survive during an emergency. The fire started as a
wildfire in Chela and Singhmachhiyu community forests at
Simkot Rural Municipality-4 in Humla and caught the houses.
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Development Projects
Initiated in 2018, Ruth Weirich Community

Health Post has been relentlessly providing
basic

health

Barhabishe,

services

to

the

Sindhupalchowk

people

district.

of

The

health post was established responding to the

need of basic health services in Palati and upper
areas of Barhabishe Municipality. Since 2018,

29,000 individuals have been benefitted by the
health post.
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Volunteer Programs
This year we trained 1000 secondary school students

from Saptari district. They have been trained on COVID19 school safety and first aid. The training lasted from 5th

January to 15th February 2021. The trained participants
have been registered as our Junior Volunteers.
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Special Operations
Preparedness- Capacity Building Training for 25 firefighters was conducted in Saptari and Chitwan

districts. Fire emergencies has become a common occurrence in Nepal. 12,694 fire events have been
recorded in Nepal since 1971. Thus, this training was carried out with an objective of promoting
technical capacity of firefighters.

Rescue- The primary focus of VCN during any disaster is saving as many lives as possible. We have
trained rescue volunteers in our roster, who are ever ready to act during emergencies and save

people. 17 people who were stranded in their inundated houses in Melamchi- Helambu, during the
flash flood of 15th June 2021 were rescued by our volunteers. Helicopter was used to rescue those
people.

Emergency Shelters- The flash flood of 15th and 30th June 2021 rendered many families homeless in
Melamchi Municipality and Helambu Rural Municipality in Sindhupalchowk district. As an emergency

response along with food and nonfood relief, 5 temporary shelters were built by VCN volunteers for
the relocation of displaced population.
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Our Volunteers
“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” – Helen
Keller. Volunteers are the heart of our operations. We are proud to

have some of the most caring, dedicated, and hardworking

volunteers. They help us distribute aid more efficiently and
effectively by participating in a variety of activities.
•

We focus on Localization, Leadership and Learning while

selecting for the volunteers. Utilization of volunteers let our

programs to be cost effective as they are prepared all the time, and thus, we are able
•

to support greater volumes to people in need.

We bring international volunteers to serve our communities, and provide them with

a range of opportunities to complete their tenure. Volunteers participate different
training programs and events to develop new skills and enhance
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their knowledge on delivering community based services in PreDuring-

and

Post

Disaster.

Our

volunteers

are

proud

representatives of VCN, promote the organization in various
districts of Nepal. This in turn help us to attract new volunteers
and donors, and spread awareness about our life-saving work.

• Our volunteers also lend their time to the Rapid Response Team
(RRT). Most of our volunteers are local, and so, after completing
RRT training, they serve their community and district in time of
disaster, and if required they also travel to other districts of Nepal,
rescuing people, saving lives and distributing aid. We inspire the
communities for self-resilience in Disaster preparedness and development projects. By
utilizing volunteers, we are able to spend the majority of resources on the delivery of aid
rather than personnel.
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Volunteers’ Testimonials
“We are thankful towards VCN for the skill building they carry out
for us. We are capable of helping people and tending to their injuries
during an emergency. Besides, we can also teach people to take care
of themselves during potential risks and injuries. I am proud to be a
part of VCN.”
-

Bajrang Sharma, Volunteer, Volunteers Corps Nepal since
2018

“To me VCN is not just an organization, but a friend and partner, who
always looks out for people in trouble. VCN has reached to help people
in distress, in every part of Nepal, be it landslide in Sindhupalchowk, or
flood in Terai. It has been a haven for volunteers like us that motivates
us to reach out to people in any circumstances. Thank you, Volunteer
Corps Nepal.”
-

Sandip Basnet, Volunteer, Volunteer Corps Nepal since 2018
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“Volunteer Corps Nepal was the first
organization to respond to flood in Tilathi
Koiladi Rural Municipality in Saptari. I have
been engaged in VCN as a rescue volunteer
and when flood occurs, our team of 51
people immediately mobilize ourselves to
save people. VCN has given us such amazing
skills. We will forever be grateful.”
- Mahesh Kumar Chaudhary,
Volunteer Coordinator, Saptari District
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Volunteer Corps Nepal being a nonprofit organization
intervening through disaster management services,
development projects and volunteer programs, is
working proactively in the present situation when the
entire nation is battling against the COVID-19
pandemic.
During the course of my internship at Volunteer Corps
Nepal, I have learned many valuable lessons on the
Humanitarian sector of Nepal. The experience of
working at VCN as an intern for 3 months has been
surreal. It provided me with an opportunity to connect
and communicate with the community on an individual
and organizational level. Being able to work on multiple projects and witnessing the hard
work of each VCN team member that goes into making them successful has taught me a great
deal about the operations of an organization in Nepal. I am grateful to the entire team of VCN
for supporting and guiding me throughout my time in VCN and treating me as one of their
own. I am honored to have been a part of the VCN team where I was able to use my creativity
and express my individuality without hesitation.
I extend my sincere gratitude to Deepak sir (President), Radha ma’am (Vice President),
Deepa ma’am and Shakti sir.
I look forward to celebrating the achievements of Volunteer Corps Nepal in the future!
-Aakanshya Shrestha
Former Intern
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Financial Highlights as at July 16,
2020
TOTAL BUDGET

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Administrative
1%

In
Kind
38%

Program
99%

Cash
62%

Theme wise Expenditure
13%

2%
Emergency Disaster
Services
Development Projects
85%

Volunteer Programs
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Donor Partners

Other Donor Partners
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hanumannagar Kankalini Municipality, Nepal
BBTM Foundation
Mustang Welfare Community, USA
Former King Gyanendra Bir Bikram Shah, Nepal
Belbase Foundation, Nepal

We at VCN, are eternally grateful to everyone who has supported us in our mission of
reaching the people in need and leaving no one behind.
– Dr. Krishna Belbase, Donor Advisor - VCN
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Thank you Frontline Workers

The deliberate efforts of every frontline worker during the pandemic was commendable.
Without their support and coordination, we would not have been able to operate.
We wish to show our gratitude and admiration for all that frontline personnel have done
throughout the pandemic.
Connect@volunteercorpsnepal.org

www.volunteercorpsnepal.org

+977- 985 1093 346
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